Challenging today.
Reinventing tomorrow.

OUR JACOBS

At Jacobs, we’re challenging today to reinvent tomorrow by solving the world’s most critical problems for thriving cities, resilient environments, mission-critical outcomes, operational advancement, scientific discovery and cutting-edge manufacturing, turning abstract ideas into realities that transform the world for good. With $13 billion in revenue and a talent force of more than 55,000, Jacobs provides a full spectrum of professional services including consulting, technical, scientific and project delivery for the government and private sector.

BY THE NUMBERS

40+ COUNTRIES

55K+ TALENT FORCE

400 OFFICES

$22.5B IN BACKLOG

$2.5B IN CLIENT SAVINGS

$13B ANNUAL REVENUE

23.8M METRIC TONNES CO₂ EMISSIONS AVOIDED FOR CLIENTS

FOCUS AREAS

MISSION-CRITICAL OUTCOMES
For the first time in history, security and defense threats have no borders. From testing and training to intelligence and engineering and analytics, we work with defense, intelligence and law enforcement communities around the globe to ensure people, their information and our most critical networks stay protected.

CUTTING-EDGE MANUFACTURING
Rapidly evolving, complex facilities require fast-paced, innovative solutions. Bringing an inspired blend of collaborative, creative excellence we deliver innovation — at any budget — from electronics to pharmaceuticals, to universities and governments around the world.

OPERATIONAL ADVANCEMENT
It is one thing to dream up new solutions. At Jacobs, we also deliver them. To turn abstract ideas into realities that transform the world for good, it takes foresight into realities that transform the unknown and the knowledge and skills to make them real.

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY
We solve some of the most complex challenges of exploration — both in space and closer to home. From wind tunnels to launch and from research to results, we invent by imagining what’s possible.

RESILIENT ENVIRONMENTS
Environmental stewardship and climate change are the defining issues of our time. We tackle these challenges differently because we know that whatever we face, we have greater opportunities today to emerge stronger tomorrow.

THRIVING CITIES
Prosperous communities. Healthy cities. A brighter future. By working together to build a better future for everyone, we envision and deliver cities that are smarter and more connected. Inclusive and competitive. Safe and resourceful.
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